
                                            AN UNEXPECTED REUNION

Looking back to days spent a Dartmouth Medical School from 1958 to 1960, several stories come 

to mind. A first day lecture by the Dean, afternoons in the anatomy lab, trying to keep awake during 
morning lectures, and burying our cadavers.

In the 1950s and 1960s Dartmouth offered the first two years of medical school. Most matriculants 
entered after three years of premed classes at Dartmouth College. After  completing the first year 

of the medial school, the college awarded an A.B. (Artis Baccalarius) degree. After completing a 
second year, students received a certificate in basic medical sciences and transferred to a four- 

year school for the final two clinical years to earn an M.D. degree. Why was this strange 
arrangement at the fourth oldest medical school in the country?

Dartmouth Medical School (currently called Geisel Medical School at Dartmouth) was founded in 
1797, 28 years after Dartmouth College. As the United States grew, medical schools proliferated. 

There were no national standards, no credentialing, and little accountability when medical degrees 
were awarded. Into this vacuum the Carnegie Foundation assigned Abraham Flexner to make a 

report on medical schools in the United States and Canada. The Flexner Report of 1912 become 
the standard for medical education. Dartmouth Medical School soon after was judged to be 

deficient in clinical medical experiences and began offering only the first two basic science years. 
Students  were required to complete the clinical years in a larger city such as Boston, NewYork, 

Baltimore, or at a home state university.

This was the situation when 23 seniors in the college and one graduate came to the first-day 

lecture by Dean Rolf Syvertsen in September 1958. Dean Syvertsen was a maker of legends and 
his first day lectures were well known. 

"Your duty is to be here in this room at 8:00 am. If you're not here, the whole class will follow me 
down the hill to Dick's House (the college infirmary) to see you. If you're not there we will march to 

the jail to bail you out, because that's where you will be. If perchance you are not there, we sadly 
will slowly walk to the Hanover Funeral Home to pay our respects."

Anatomy and histology were first on our agenda. Lectures in the morning and gross anatomy lab in 
the afternoon. With some trepidation and excitement we met our cadavers the first afternoon. 

Gloved and aproned we met 12 cadavers laid out on separate tables----Two additional bodies were 
available when needed. 

The room seemed to be an addition to the basement morgue extending to the south away from the 
the main building. The sloping roof was made of clouded glass and reminded me of a green house. 



Except no one could see in and nothing was growing inside from the transmitted light. Twenty-four 

first-year medical students were busy dissecting out the most intimate parts of human anatomy. 
Two large fans high at the open end of the room exhausted the vapors of formaldehyde mixed with 

body odors of the living and the dead.

 As we began our first day's dissection, Charlie, the gross anatomy diener and morgue attendant, 

sat down at the end of one of the dissection tables and ate his lunch.

The 1817 education building had a main lecture hall on the first floor immediately above the 

morgue. In past years a false floor had allowed anatomy specimens to be lifted from the morgue to 
the front of the sloping classroom for demonstration. The hard seats with writing arms probably 

were the originals.

Near the building entrance a narrow, rickety stairway led to a second floor library and museum. 

Long tables with old wooden chairs were surrounded by shelves and glass cases housing dusty 
books and large cloudy specimen jars containing human tissue specimens long past their prime for 

use as teaching aids.

We labored into January with our scalpels, cadavers, and microscopes. Then we turned our 

attention to other subjects such as physiology, biochemistry, and statistics. Our relationship to our  
cadavers began to fade, until one day in April, at the end of class, I was handed a bulky Manila 

envelope containing a pair of work gloves and a yellow sheet of paper with red-letter typing. It read,

                  
                           ANCIENT AND HONORABLE SECRET SOCIETY OF SEXTONS

                                          
                                                  ARTHUR STUART HANSON

             The Ancient and Honorable Secret Society of Sextons, reposing faith in your
             qualifications, has unanimously elected you to membership. The enclosed secret 
             signs are the symbols of your election.

            The initiation ceremony known as the "Eight by Eight by Eight" will be holden on 
            the afternoon and evening of Saturday, June 6, 1959

            The venerables and neophytes will assemble at the appropriate hour at the sacred
            vault, and will  be robed in proper ceremonial garb and will carry the secret symbols.

            The solemn rite is one of the cardinal secrets of our Order and nothing pertaining to 
            the ritual, time, or place may be disclosed to any non-member.

            The breaking of bread will occur at the Outing Club House on Sunday, June 7, at
            6:30 p.m. Attire will be informal or business suits.



                                                               Z. ERDWURM BEETLE

                                                                       Grand  Abbot

It took a while for me to figure out what this was all about. The gloves were to clue that we would 

be digging. The other "symbols" turned out to be shovels and picks. I had been "selected" as part 
of a team to bury our anonymous cadavers. The "Grand Abbot" was Dean Syvertsen.

On the appointed Saturday afternoon, the Dean and Harry Savage, the school secretary, meet us 
at the school and loaded eight of us, four from the second year class of '59, "The venerables," and 

four from my class of '60, "the neophytes," into vehicles with trailers holding digging tools. 

Up to this point I had no idea where we were going, but I was told the burial site was beyond the 

college golf course. I rode with the Dean north on highway ten. Just past the golf course he turned 
off onto a rough, rarely used dirt trail leading to an open field overlooking the Connecticut River. 

Some European settlers had cleared this land for farming years before and now it was going back 
to nature. There among the grasses and weeds were sets of stakes marking off 8X8 foot squares 

designating previous year's plots. It looked like no one had been there since last year's sextons.

Our first task was to mark a new square just beyond last year's site. There seemed to be 8-10 sites 

in various stages returning to the  natural state of a fallow field. 

The first few feet down went fast. Gradually we began to work in shifts, careful not to throw dirt on 

our partners. As the hole became deeper, piles of dirt along the edge of the cavity had to be moved 
further away. About six feet down, as the tallest of the "Sextons", I was elected to throw the dirt up 

to the edge. Now I knew why I was selected for this task.

It was still a nice spring day when we finished digging.  But, we were not through.  We were to 

meet at the morgue at 11 p.m. to make the ceremonial burials at midnight. When the Dean arrived, 
he had a larger trailer. We loaded eleven metal boxes, measuring about 2x2x3 feet, which 

contained the remains of our unidentified cadavers. The other three must have been claimed by 
their families or friends. We knew one had been a physics professor at the college.

It was a dark night and the headlights barely found the trail to the grave site. Our crew placed the  
containers in the bottom of the "Eight by Eight by Eight." It was about midnight when Dean 

Syvertsen led a brief ceremony as we stood around our afternoon cavity now housed with eleven 
steel burial containers. With the Dean's "Amen," we set about using the "sextons' symbols" to fill 

the hole. 



I remember the scene at the dinner. But it wasn't at the Outing Club House. It was at the College 

Inn in an upper room. Dean Syvertsen and Harry Savage, surrounded by their student Sextons 
seated at a long table, holding court. It wasn't intended to be a last supper, but the Dean was killed 

in an auto accident the following winter. 

The next June, when we neophytes became venerables, we repeated the ceremony with the same 

symbols an a new set of neophytes. But the midnight ceremony was scraped and the whole event 
was completed in daylight. Dean Syvertsen had introduced us to the history of anatomy specimen 

procurement and deposition. We didn't need to rob graves to learn human anatomy, and we really 
didn't need to do our burials at midnight -------Or did we?

Fifty-five years later, as the class of 1960 had a reunion in Hanover, much had changed. The 1817 
building, where we were inducted into the medical profession, was gone. The school's name had 

changed and a new hospital complex was located several miles from Hanover town near the 
intersection of two new Interstate freeways. It now is a four year school, grants M.D. degrees, and 

has risen to prominence in many fields of medicine and healthcare.

Having an extra hour one late afternoon, I decided to go out to the golf course to find the field 

where our honored burials lie. 

The golf course had some new holes on its north end. There was no dusty trail. There was no 

fallow field of grass and weeds. I drove around trying to find something I recognized. An older, thin, 
grey-haired man on a bicycle stopped near a woods to search the ground for something. Perhaps 

mushrooms or hazelnuts.

I opened the car window and he walked closer. "Do you know where the medical school used to 

bury their cadavers?" I said.

As he moved toward my car window he said, "Why do you want to know?"

I explained I had been part of a burial detail in the 1950s. His eyes lit up and he came close. "I 

know where it is."

He explained in detail where to park, where to cross the fairways, and how to find the twelfth tee. 

"It's right behind the tee, just into the woods. Not many know it's there. The trees are the size of 
your leg." He gave the directions three times, obviously wanting me to find the hidden site.

As I parked and wove my way among the late afternoon golfers, they may well have wondered 
what a lone walker was doing on their course. I stayed close to the wooded edge as I circled the 

eleventh green. The putters looked up as I passed. There was the twelfth tee. A foursome was 
ready to tee off.



They must have thought it strange for me to walk into the dense woods with neither a path (nor a 

golf ball) to follow.

As my eyes adjusted, I noted a broken stake among the pine and maple trees. The sun-rays came 

at a low angle creating shadows, making it hard too see. As I walked further and looked back 
toward the tee, I made out an eight by eight square formed by several foot-high stakes still 

standing. Then I saw a row of stakes. This was the site. The open field was being returned to a 
New Hampshire woods. The anonymous people buried there were going unacknowledged by the 

golfers passing by.

I knelt next to the first visible stake. ”50”, eight feet further "51”. The metal plaques were weathered 

and difficult to decipher in the low light. ”1957-14", "1958-11".Then there it was, "1959-11". I was on 
my knees over eleven human remains that we young doctors-in-the-making had interred 56 years 

ago. A reunion I had not planned, but one full of meaning and reflection.

There were nearly twenty squares from the 1950s through the 1960s holding over 200 anonymous 

human remains that taught decades of physicians anatomy. Those physicians became deans of 
medical schools, heads of medical departments and hospitals across the country. They researched 

DNA and the human genome. They surgically manipulated living human anatomies to relieve 
human suffering and pain. They led healthcare organizations and public health initiatives.

If those buried below were alive today, they would likely be proud of their contribution to those 
humans who followed.

The reunion described here is a chapter in humans' drive to understand ourselves. Medical 
students no longer rob graves to obtain anatomy specimens. And, we no longer need to bury the 

remains at midnight. We have developed other medical professions who also use human 
specimens to learn their trade. And, our values about life and death have evolved. I think it's 

progress, but we cannot forget the past and the deserved respect for those who took part in the 
human trajectory on which we travel. 


